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Abstract. We present a study of the globular cluster (GC) systems of nearby elliptical and S0
galaxies at a variety of wavelengths from the X-ray to the infrared. Our analysis shows that
roughly half of the low mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs), that are the luminous tracers of accreting
neutron star or black hole systems, are in clusters. There is a surprisingly strong correlation
between the LMXB frequency and the metallicity of the GCs, with metal-rich GCs hosting
three times as many LMXBs as metal-poor ones, and no convincing evidence of a correlation
with GC age so far. In some of the galaxies the LMXB formation rate varies with GC color
even within the red peak of the typical bimodal cluster color distribution, providing some of
the strongest evidence to date that there are metallicity variations within the metal-rich GC
peak as is expected in a hierarchical galaxy formation scenario. We also note that any analysis
of subtler variations in GC color distributions must carefully account for both statistical and
systematic errors. We caution that some published GC correlations, such as the apparent ’bluetilt’ or mass-metallicity eﬀect might not have a physical origin and may be caused by systematic
observational biases.
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1. Introduction
High resolution Chandra X-ray images of nearby ellipticals and S0s have resolved large
numbers of point sources, conﬁrming a long-standing suggestion that the hard X-ray
emission in many of these galaxies is predominantly from X-ray binaries. In early type
galaxies most of the bright, LX 1037 erg s−1 sources seen in typical Chandra observations
must be low mass X-ray binaries, binary systems comprising a neutron star or black hole
accreting via Roche lobe overﬂow from a low mass companion, since they generally have
stellar populations that are at least a few Gyrs old.
An important characteristic of LMXBs is that they are disproportionately abundant in
globular clusters. Even though GCs account for 0.1% of the stellar mass in the Galaxy,
they harbor about 10% of the LX 1036 erg s−1 LMXBs , indicating a probability of
hosting a LMXB that is at least two orders of magnitude larger than for ﬁeld stars. This
has long been attributed to eﬃcient formation of LMXBs in clusters due to dynamical
interactions in the core. Early type galaxies are ideal for studies of the LMXB-GC link
as they are particularly abundant in globular clusters. The identiﬁcation of LMXBs with
these simple stellar systems that have well deﬁned properties such as metallicity and
age provides a unique opportunity to probe the eﬀects of these parameters on LMXB
formation and evolution.
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2. The Eﬀect of GC Environment on LMXB Formation & Evolution
Fig. 1 plots the colors, magnitudes, half-light radii, and galactocentric distances of
globular clusters identiﬁed in HST-WFPC2 images of NGC 4472 (Kundu, Maccarone &
Zepf 2002 [KMZ02]), the brightest elliptical in the Virgo cluster. The well known Gaussian
globular cluster luminosity function and the bimodal globular cluster color (metallicity)
distribution are apparent. The large symbols indicate the GCs that host LMXBs. LMXBs
are preferentially found in the most luminous and red (metal-rich) GCs. Statistical tests
(KMZ02) reveal a marginal tendency of LMXBs to favor GCs with smaller half light
radius, and no convincing correlation with galactocentric distance. These correlations
have subsequently been conﬁrmed in other galaxies (Kim et al. 2006; Kundu, Maccarone,
& Zepf 2007 [KMZ07]; Sivakoﬀ et al. 2007). The presence of bright LMXBs in ≈4% of
GCs and the association of ≈40% of LMXBs with GCs in NGC 4472 is also typical of
the values in other early type galaxies.
The underlying reasons for these correlations provide a window into both the dynamics
of GCs and the physics of LMXBs. Since luminous clusters are known to be denser than
less luminous ones and obviously have more stars, the higher rate of LMXB formation in
these clusters due to the consequently higher dynamical interaction rate is not surprising.
One the other hand there are no obvious dynamical reasons for the three times larger rate
of LMXBs in the red, metal-rich, globular clusters as compared to the metal-poor ones.

Figure 1. Top: The V-I colors of GCs vs. distance from the center of NGC 4472 and GC color
distribution. LMXB-GC matches are indicated by ﬁlled circles/bins. Bottom: V magnitude of
globular clusters vs. half light radius and the globular cluster luminosity function. LMXBs are
preferentially located in the brightest, most metal-rich GCs. There is a weak anti-correlation
with GC half-light radius and no obvious correlation with galactocentric distance. Each of these
broad correlations (or lack thereof) have been conﬁrmed in other galaxies.
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Figure 2. Color-magnitude diagrams for globular cluster candidates in ﬁve elliptical galaxies with known bimodal cluster metallicity distributions. Filled points represent clusters with
LMXB counterparts. LMXBs are clearly found preferentially in luminous (high mass) and red
(metal-rich) globular clusters. There is a clear enhancement of LMXBs in the reddest GCs in
the metal-rich GCs of NGC 1399 providing some of the strongest evidence to date that there is
metallicity substructure within the red GCs in this giant elliptical galaxy.

LMXBs are similarly found preferentially in the metal-rich Galactic GCs, but in the past
this was often dismissed as the consequence of the location of these clusters in the bulge,
where the dynamical evolution of GCs may be accelerated. The lack of correlation of
the LMXBs with galactocentric distance in the large GC samples of ellipticals (KMZ02;
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KMZ07) argues against this possibility and establishes a primary correlation with GC
color.
It has also been suggested that enhanced rate of LMXBs in metal-rich GCs may be
because of the younger ages of these clusters. However infrared imaging, which yields
more accurate constraints on the metallicities of GCs and helps disentangle the agemetallicity degeneracy, has established that the optical colors of globular cluster systems
that have clearly bimodal distributions are primarily a tracer of metallicity (Kundu &
Zepf 2007) and LMXBs are indeed preferentially located in metal-rich GCs (Kundu et al.
2003; Hempel et al. 2007). Fig. 2 shows the color magnitude distributions of ﬁve galaxies
with conﬁrmed bimodal color distributions and the factor of three enhancement with
metallicity.
A very interesting feature of the NGC 1399 distribution is that not only is there a larger
fraction of LMXBs in the metal-rich sub-population of clusters, but in fact LMXBs are
preferentially located in the most metal-rich GCs. This is the most convincing evidence to
date that there is metallicity structure within the metal-rich peak of GCs, as is expected
from hierarchical models of galaxy and globular cluster system formation. It is not clear
if the reason that this feature is obvious only in NGC 1399 is because of the location
of this galaxy at the center of the Fornax cluster which leads to a particularly eﬃcient
enrichment history, or because of the larger color baseline of this data set. Although the
Sivakoﬀ et al. (2007) analysis is broadly in agreement about the metallicity trend and
ﬁnds a linear increase in the fraction of LMXBs in GCs with metallicity, it suggests that
the rate of LMXBs in the reddest, and consequently most metal-rich GCs actually drops.
We note that LMXBs are found preferentially in the brightest globular clusters, and if
the GC sample in Sivakoﬀ et al. (2007) were to be restricted to similar luminosities this
apparent discrepancy would disappear. In other words the reddest GCs in the Sivakoﬀ
sample are the faint ones which have scattered to these colors due to observational
uncertainties and are not representative of the true underlying color/metallicity of the
GCs.
There have been some theoretical attempts to explain the metallicity eﬀect. Maccarone,
Kundu, & Zepf (2004) suggest that irradiation of the donor star by the LMXB is key.
Higher metallicity objects can dissipate this energy through line cooling while a wind
is generated in low metallicity star, thus lowering the LMXB lifetime. Ivanova (2006)
on the other hand suggests that the absence of an outer convective layer in solar mass
metal-poor stars limits magnetic braking and the formation of mass transferring LMXBs.
Various groups have attempted to derive the dependence of the observed LMXB rate
on the globular cluster metallicity and mass by assuming a speciﬁc M/L ratio and colormetallicity correlation (Jordan et al. 2004; Smits et al. 2006; Sivakoﬀ et al. 2007). These
studies generally agree that the mass dependence is roughly linear and the metallicity dependence is approximately Z0.25 . Jordan et al. (2004) and Sivakoﬀ (2007) further attempt
to link the probability of ﬁnding a LMXB in a GC to the rate of stellar interactions in
the core of a GC. However, this requires measuring the core radii of GCs which is a small
fraction of even a HST ACS pixel for these galaxies. Thus the core radius is derived by
extrapolation of other measured GC properties. Smits et al. (2006) show that the Jordan
et al. (2004) results are as expected if there is no information about the core radius of
the clusters in their sample. While the core radii of extragalactic GCs are a challenge for
the present data sets, the half-light radii can indeed be measured and its eﬀect on other
measured GC parameters must be accounted for carefully. Some of the consequences of
not doing so are outlined next.
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3. ’Blue-Tilts’, Mass-Metallicity Trends and other Correlations in
the Properties of Halo Globular Clusters
Many recent HST-based studies of globular cluster systems have reported the discovery of color-metallicity trends in the blue, metal-poor sub-population of globular clusters
(Strader et al. 2006; Mieske et al. 2006; Harris et al. 2006). This small trend of brighter
blue clusters appearing a few hundredths of a magnitude redder per magnitude of brightness has been dubbed the ’blue-tilt’, and is viewed as evidence of a mass-metallicity trend.
This has been interpreted as evidence of self-enrichment of the more massive clusters either because they started out with dark matter halos that have since been stripped, or
because they formed in large gas clouds. This eﬀect is larger in more massive galaxies,
and more apparent when the color magnitude diagram is plotted using the redder of the
two ﬁlters under consideration for the magnitude axis (Mieske et al. 2006).
We have reanalyzed some of these data sets and ﬁnd that there is a small, but measurable, mass-radius relationship for GCs in these galaxies (Kundu & Zepf 2007b in
preparation). Since the blue GCs are on average larger, this trend is better deﬁned for
the metal-poor clusters. Studies of extragalactic cluster systems typically assume either
a uniform aperture correction or attempt to ﬁt the proﬁle within a small aperture in
order to minimize the uncertainties introduced by the galaxy background. We show in
Kundu & Zepf (2007b) that the blue tilt is likely the consequence of photometric bias
introduced by the eﬀect of the mass-radius relationship on such photometric techniques.
It is also important to note that the uncertainties in color and magnitude are not
independent, and hence not orthogonal on a color magnitude diagram. In fact when the
redder of the two ﬁlters is used for the magnitude axis in a color-magnitude diagram
the uncertainties are parallel to the direction of the ’blue-tilt’ and hence amplify the
eﬀect. Conversely the uncertainties tend to negate the ’blue-tilt’ when the blue ﬁlter is
plotted on the magnitude axis of a color magnitude plot, thus explaining the ﬁlter eﬀect.
Moreover, the underlying galaxy light is known to be redder for more massive galaxy.
This explains the apparent variation of the strength of the ’blue-tilt’ with galaxy mass.
Finally we note that various studies have suggested that there is a small color metallicity trend in the mean colors of the metal-poor globular clusters with host galaxy mass
(e.g. Strader et al. 2006). We ﬁnd a trend of larger mean sizes of blue GCs with larger
galaxy mass, which may cause this eﬀect. Thus, within the observational uncertainties
the properties of metal-poor halo clusters appear to be remarkably uniform everywhere.
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